(Received 1 October 1990)
We consider the kinetics near a first-order poisoning transition for simple surface reaction models which exclude nonreactive desorption. Elucidation of the development and growth of the reactive steady state from a near-poisoned state is achieved via an "oxidation epidemic" analysis of the evolution of an empty patch embedded in the poisoned phase. Associated critical exponents vary strongly with reaction rate, and reflect slow kinetics. The increase in epidemic survival probability with initial patch size is smooth, and described by additional exponents, rather than indicating a critical size for survival.
PACS numbers: 82.20.Mj, 05.70.Ln, 82.65.Jv We consider simple "monomer-dimer" models for CO oxidation on surfaces which incorporate the following ir- In the above case, there is a first-order transition from the reactive steady state to an 2-poisoned state at "high" y& =y2, say, and a second-order transition to a B-poisoned state at "low" y~= y~t say (see Fig. 1 ). The challenge is to understand the behavior of these nonequilibrium transitions at least at a level achieved previously for transitions in equilibrium systems. One powerful technique, which we term "epidemic analysis, " has been successfully applied to study various second-order transitions to completely poisoned or "adsorbing" states.
Here We obtain the exponents 6 and g directly from the t~decay of P, (t) and N"(t), when A=0 (Fig. 3) .
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The results in Table I We have also checked that the epidemic expansion velocity V vanishes as y~y2, but our statistics are poorer.
Results reported here were obtained from (1-4)X10 epidemic trials for each 6 and k value.
We pause now to compare against conventional epidemic behavior associated with RFT-type continuous transitions, where the vanishing empty-site concentration 9~and certain epidemic survival probabilities P, (ee) become asymptotically proportional (at least in some cases).
This implies that N, -BEP, (~)(Vt ) P, (ee) (Vt), so V scales like 5'( ",di stinct from above. RFT also produces "small" positive values for 6=0.46 and g =0.22. In contrast, the large positive 6 values and large negative g values for our model reveal a greatly reduced epidemic survivability.
The latter is reflected in the slow development for y~& y2 of a reactive steady state from a near 3-poisoned state, and especially in the short-time increase (decrease) in 0& (Hz).
'
Next we turn to a general consideration of the dependence of the epidemic survival probability on the initial empty patch size, M~2. Such an analysis is unconventional for epidemics, and more in the spirit of criticalsize determination in nucleation theory. Data for 2&1
and L x L patches suggest the rough scaling P, (ee) -G (M'a) , where G(x)-x" (1), as x -0 (x~)
[ Fig. 4(b) (1986) .
